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No Gamblers! This Book Is For Magicians Only!If you've ever struggled to memorize the order of a

randomized deck of cards, then this may be the most important book you'll ever read.Although you

may be skeptical, you've heard about the memory techniques that allow people to memorize the

order of 52 cards in under a minute. And you want that skill. Badly.The good news is that this

technique works gangbusters! Not only that, but it's incredibly easy to learn and tremendously

effective when it comes to performing card magic miracles - if you learn the skills in the right way.

This short book shows you the surprisingly simple process and breaks it down into all of its

component parts so that you can memorize an entire deck of cards within a minute or less of first

seeing it in randomized order. Look, you can either spend forever, painfully memorizing a deck of

cards using rote memorization, or you can learn this technique in under 15 minutes and master it

with just a few hours of practice, and if you use it right, immediately impress all of your friends with

the most unbelievable card magic they've ever seen. If you really want to perform card miracles,

make this small investment right now and learn how to use the natural abilities of your mind to

memorize a deck of cards rapidly, naturally and magnetically. Go head and click "Buy Now" and

you'll also learn a secret and powerful method for using a memorized deck in an unbelievable

routine no one will ever be able to explain.Ã‚Â 
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Bottom line: Easiest intro. to mnemonics I've ever seen. Includes Magnetic Memory Mondays

Volume 1, which costs twice as much all on its own on .I first heard of mnemonics through Joshua

Foer's Moonwalking With Einstein. It was fun, but I gave up after a while. He recommends a

Person/Action/Object system for remembering most things, which means that after you've got your

memory palace all set up, you come up with a person, action, and object to associate with EVERY

card in the deck. Now, he's a memory champion, and he set up his system so he could be a

memory champion, but I just want to be a better Spades player. That's a lot of prep-work for

someone who's never used mnemonics before, and I tried and failed to get it all done on three

different occasions.Metivier does away with the PAO. He stresses preparation, but all he wants you

to prepare is a memory palace and a standard single-digit number-letter association key (Foer

mentioned the key but didn't use it for cards). This is much more accessible, as I already know 52

locations in my house, car, and work building, and the number-letter key took me 15 minutes to

memorize on my own.What do I put in those locations? It involves the number-letter key, which he

explains easily, but it boils down to something memorable to me. That's about it. Whatever stands

out in my mind. Metivier suggests an action of some sort because movement tends to capture the

imagination more than anything else, but it's up to me. I don't have a Person/Action/Object quota. I

can let my imagination romp and move on.Ultimately, I was hoping that memorizing 52 cards would

help me build up to thousands of foreign vocabulary words, and Metivier gives a smooth transition.

He says all you need is more locations, and it's a good idea to come up with a memory palace for

each letter of the alphabet for the sake of keeping your efforts in order. Then he throws in the entire

Volume 1 of his Magnetic Memory Mondays newsletter, which is twice as large as the book. Lots of

tips.Through years of practice, Metivier has streamlined an elegant, efficient mnemonic method, full

of useful tweaks for different situations and goals. Most importantly, it's accessible to the beginner,

and I'm finally getting my mnemonics practice going.

Well, not exactly but this is a really interesting book by Anthony Metivier. It not only shares a system

for memorizing a deck of cards but tons and tons of other helpful hints for improving memory.I have

bought other programs in the past for memory improvement but I put them on the shelf and forgot



where they were. :-)Seriously, since this memory book is on Kindle I can read it anywhere, any time.

Thanks Anthony for such a thorough set of answers to a common problem.

I believe as Anthony Metivier does that using your brain is as important as physical exercise and

diet for keeping it healthy and productive. As I get older, I'm more convinced of the truth of this.This

is a fun little book that describes an organic system for memorizing cards. It's not rote memorization,

it's more a linking technique where you supply the memory-aid details. And, because it's organic

you can use the technique in other contexts.Metivier also adds some fascinating and useful

bonuses. This is well worth the read. Remember, even if you don't apply the technique to cards, you

can use it in other ways. A very useful book. Well done, Dr. Metivier.

I am by no means a magician, but this book intrigued me to have a go at it. And, to make matters

even more interesting, it has tons of tips to improve your functional memory (my wife is happy :))I

have tried various techniques to improve my memory, but until now, had little to show, heck I

couldn't even REMEMBER all I tried. I highly recommend this book to anyone who can do with a

little extra serving of memory (and who doesn't)

I thought it might be fun to learn how to do this type of memory trick - but found the book interesting

on a deeper level. The author's in-depth method of visualizing facts as physicial things was just one

of parts of the book that made me think about how my memory actually works -- something I don't

think many of us often stop to consider. There are sections here about how to memorize a complex

poem or recite the alphabet backwards. Neither of those may be critical to your survival, but the very

specific instructions on how to push your memory to achieve them, and why these types of mental

exercises are very good for you, are quite fascinating. A surprisingly thought-provoking read.

Excellent treatment of this system. I like that he gets right down to business and just does what the

title promises. I already had my own system for doing the 52-card memorization, but Anthony M

helped me tweak it a bit. Thanks. This is the second book I've read by him and he really does know

his stuff. Thanks Anthony.

The book delivers on its simple intention. There is work to be done but if you follow through you will

definitely get the results !



It teaches you how to do just what it says. I like the author and if you sign up he will sent you daily

tips on memory.
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